By First Lieutenant Joshua Blalock

E

ngineers must solve many problems before any project
or mission can start. The 186th Engineer Company’s
Task Force Denali overcame a unique problem during
a mission to clear the new convoy route from Kuwait to Iraq
during April and May 2007. The problem was that the task
force needed to cross a 39-inch pipeline that runs the entire
length of the border between Kuwait and Iraq. The Kuwaiti
government owns the pipe and would allow it to be cut the

day traffic started moving on the new route, but no earlier.
Even though the government had approved the route, it did
not want the pipe cut prematurely, and coalition convoys
could not roll on the new route until two turnarounds were
built and eight culverts had been cleared. The 186th would
be responsible for breeching the border and meeting the route
clearance requirements. The bulldozers, scrapers, and graders
needed by Task Force Denali to clear the new route had to
cross the border, but could not simply jump
39 inches to get across the pipeline. A delay
in opening the new route would have meant
five more months of using the previous
convoy route, which travels near two cities
in Iraq that pose a tremendous and constant
threat to U.S. forces. A delay would mean
putting Soldiers in undue danger.
Several solutions were considered. One
option was to build an earth ramp that
would cover the pipe and road and slope
enough to allow vehicles to drive over it.
This would call for a bulldozer to push dirt
high enough on the road to clear the top of
the pipe. A second option involved backing
two M870 lowboy trailers against each
Two lowboy trailers, each loaded with
another lowboy trailer, were hauled to
the site.
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Cranes set HMMWVs on the Iraqi side of the pipeline for the security platoon.

other over the pipeline. A third option was to take one M870
lowboy trailer and back it against the pipe while building an
earth ramp on the other side. The fourth option was to cross
into Iraq on Main Supply Route Tampa and take a long detour
to get to the new route.

its crest. The next step was to ensure that the trailers could
withstand the weight of the engineer equipment being driven
across them. The trailers would have to hold the weight of the
equipment plus the weight of the truck hauling the equipment.
The test proceeded without a hitch.

With each potential solution came additional problems.
Earth ramps on both sides of the pipe would use a crane to
place a bulldozer on the far side of the pipe to push dirt. The
amount of dirt required would leave large holes. This option
could also leave holes in the asphalt when the bulldozer was
working to build the ramp, and all the dirt from the ramp
would have to be removed before the route opened. The third
option would also use dirt that would need to be removed.
The last option would take too much time and would also
put the engineers on the much more dangerous route. Thus, it
was decided that the best option was to use the M870 lowboy
trailers to form a bridge into Iraq.

Now other problems came to light. The engineers did not
want to disturb the pipe at all, but the trailers backed against
the pipe left a gap. They used rubber matting, sand bags, and
¾-inch steel plating to cover the gap across the pipe. The
next problem was the fact that the trailers would be sitting
directly on the asphalt. Rubber matting was placed beneath
the drop necks of the trailers to protect the road. Wood braces
sat directly underneath the trailers to prevent their suspension
system from giving under the weight of the equipment. The
last concern was that the trailers themselves might shift and
roll into or away from the pipe. A trailer’s brakes will lock
once the trailer is detached from a truck, but they are only
designed to hold as equipment is driven onto the trailer, not
while having that equipment loaded onto another truck and
driven across. The Soldiers for the breeching mission used
chains to hold the trailers in place against each other and
the pipe.

The noncommissioned officer (NCO) in charge of the
mission used 16 Soldiers from 2d Platoon for the breeching
mission. The idea for using the trailers still needed to be tested
to make sure it would work. With help from the maintenance
platoon, the NCO and his team measured the height of the
trailers to ensure that they would sit high enough to clear the
obstacle. The Soldiers backed two trailers against each other
and took measurements—each stood exactly 39 inches at
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The first convoys on the new route were scheduled for
15 May, so the breeching mission was set for 16 April to make
sure the engineers crossing the border would have enough time
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the pipe as possible without damaging it. Rubber matting was
placed beneath the trailers, and sandbags, matting, and steel
plates were set into place on the pipe. The crew left a 1-foot
gap between the side-by-side trailers to give them room to
shift safely. Chains were attached only to the outside portions
of the four trailers to help the brakes hold them in place. Steel
plates covered the holes in the trailers where the hookup and
chains are kept. Braces underneath the trailers prevented their
suspensions from giving when traffic crossed. Sandbags were
placed at the bottom of each ramp to allow the equipment an
easier way to drive onto the bridge. The completed bridge
measured 106 feet long and 17 feet wide, which was enough
space for any equipment to cross. The breech took two hours
to complete and allowed the security platoon to cross back
into Kuwait without having to be picked up by a crane.
Braces underneath the trailers prevented their suspensions from giving when traffic crossed.

to construct the turnarounds and clear the required culverts.
Four lowboy trailers were placed to ensure that there would
be enough room for traffic to cross. The two cranes for the
mission were a military 22T crane and a civilian 50T crane.
Two lowboy trailers, each loaded with another lowboy trailer,
were hauled to the site. Cranes set high-mobility multipurpose
wheeled vehicles (HMMWVs) on the Iraqi side of the pipeline
for the security platoon. Then the cranes moved two lowboy
trailers to the Iraqi side of the pipeline and set them as close to

The Soldiers crossed the border and completed the safer
route for convoys going in and out of Iraq. The pipe was then
cut, the temporary bridge removed, and the new route opened
on time, thanks to the leadership, teamwork, and the “never
quit” attitude of these engineers.
First Lieutenant Blalock was deployed as a platoon
leader with the 186th Engineer Company (Combat Support
Equipment) in support of Operation Iraqi Freedom. He
holds a bachelor’s in physical education, teaches physical
education at Headland Elementary School, and coaches high
school football and baseball in Headland, Alabama.

Military Review
2008 Writing Competition
For the 2008 General William E. DePuy Special Topics
Writing Competition, Military Review seeks original papers
on “Actions Required to Attain Overall Objectives in the
Aftermath of Combat Operations.” Submissions should
be from 3,500 to 7,000 words and should be unclassified,
carefully researched papers on any topic examining issues
related to post-combat operations. Previously published
papers, or papers pending consideration for publication
elsewhere, are ineligible.
Winners, who will be announced in July 2008, will receive
the following:
■

1st place: $1,000, featured publication in a future edition
of Military Review, and a certificate.

■

2d place: $750, publication in Military Review, and a
certificate.

■

3d place: $500, publication in Military Review, and a
certificate.

■

4th place: $250, special consideration for publication
in Military Review, and a certificate.
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■

Honorable mentions: $100, consideration for publication in Military
Review, and a certificate.

Papers should be submitted with an enrollment form
via e-mail, or in hard copy with a CD, not later than
2 June 2008. Send e-mail submissions to <milrevweb@
conus.army.mil>. Mail hard copies with CDs to Military
Review, 294 Grant Avenue, Fort Leavenworth, Kansas 660271254. For more details—to include a copy of the enrollment
form, criteria for judging, and a list of potential topics—visit
Military Review online at <http://usacac.army.mil/CAC/
milreview/index.asp>.
For other information concerning the competition, contact
the managing editor of Military Review at (913) 684-9330
or DSN 552-9330 or via e-mail at <leav-milrevweb@conus.
army.mil>.
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